This collection of articles is excerpted from a new resource, *STEM Ready America: Inspiring and Preparing Students for Success with Afterschool and Summer Learning*. In this volume, Executive Editor Ron Ottinger and Contributing Editors Cary Sneider and Ian Hickox have collected expert perspectives on the state of the field of STEM learning—especially in afterschool and summer learning opportunities.

Collectively, these writings from more than 40 thought leaders highlight how young people are developing STEM knowledge and skills that will prepare them to be successful in school today and the workforce tomorrow.

The articles provide persuasive evidence and real-world examples to inform effective partnerships, policies, and actions to bring quality STEM learning to children and youth across the nation. This volume is focused in three key sections:

- **The Evidence for STEM**
- **Partnerships for STEM Learning**
- **Ensuring Access to Quality STEM Learning**

Developed by STEM Next with support from the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation, *STEM Ready America* builds on the award-winning 2013 publication *Expanding Minds and Opportunities: Leveraging the Power of Afterschool and Summer Learning for Student Success* edited by Terry K. Peterson, Ph.D., which made the definitive case for the power and effectiveness of afterschool programs and summer learning.
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Although more youth today are engaging in STEM learning in out-of-school-time (OST) than ever before, too few youth are choosing to pursue STEM in the long term. Moreover, most disadvantaged youth either do not have access to—or are not taking advantage of—OST STEM opportunities in their communities (Change the Equation, 2013, Afterschool Alliance, 2014). This is especially problematic given that STEM in OST is associated with powerful learning gains. Research shows it can boost critical thinking and problem-solving skills and activate youth interest in specific STEM pursuits and career pathways. Increases in STEM interest can, in turn, lead to increased knowledge and skills in specific STEM domains (Mass. Dept. of Higher Ed., 2011). Youth with well-developed individual interests in a STEM discipline have relatively higher levels of self-efficacy and are more able to sustain attention, set goals, and use diverse learning strategies (Renninger, 2010).

Communities nationwide must begin investing differently if we are to solve the problem of the narrowing STEM talent pipeline. Youth from historically disadvantaged demographic groups have less access than their peers do to STEM learning opportunities (Hill, Corbett, & St. Rose, 2010). They are youth of color, girls, and from low-income families, and they typically live in under-resourced rural and urban neighborhoods. They are the same youth who are missing out on other enrichment opportunities such as the arts or organized athletics. They are the youth who stand to gain the most from STEM in OST and they are not getting it. This is an individual loss and a cost to regional employers and economies. For our purposes here we will refer to these youth as under-represented.

Limited access to STEM learning in OST persists, despite the fact that almost all under-represented youth live within close proximity to schools, libraries, and parks. Community-based youth development organizations—already inhabiting the space and time among these assets—are uniquely positioned to engage under-represented youth in STEM. In fact, when they provide STEM learning in OST, youth development organizations can be the connective tissue schools and communities need to rapidly and effectively, and at scale, bridge STEM opportunity gaps.
As community-based organizations, youth development service providers typically have strong existing ties to neighborhood schools and a high degree of trust among families. Many already work directly in schools and partner closely with principals and teachers to support their educational goals for their students. They often also have strong ties to local school districts and municipal government officials who depend upon their organizations to provide a variety of enrichment and supportive services to families and schools. These services are commonly delivered through local initiatives and complicated portfolios of otherwise uncoordinated state and federal programs, such as the federal 21st Century Community Learning Centers program.

We know youth development organizations can play this role effectively because we have seen firsthand the power of positive youth development strategies integrated into quality STEM programming in each of our four organizations. Imagine Science is an initiative with the goal of providing under-represented youth with access to high-quality STEM programming. The way this is accomplished is through OST national-local partnerships. The initiative began in 2015. One of the guiding principles for Imagine Science is that quality OST programming aligned to evidence-based standards of positive youth development (PYD) can act as a catalyst for STEM engagement. A second guiding principle is a belief that we can serve the youth who stand to benefit the most by collaborating effectively together.

### Imagine Science Impact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunity Youth Characteristics</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth of color</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous nonmembers</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7,556 youth served

- 4,044 (2015)
- 3,512 (2016)

Imagine Science represents an unprecedented partnership and a new way of doing business for its four governing organizations: Boys & Girls Clubs of America, Girls Inc., the National 4-H Council, and the YMCA of the USA. Staff from all four organizations partner closely, both at the national level and in each of the local Imagine Science pilot communities. The four organizations already collectively serve more than 18 million youth annually, at more than 100,000 locations nationwide. Each organization individually has committed to expanding the reach of hands-on STEM learning opportunities to under-represented youth nationwide, and collectively we have come together to share resources, expertise, and a mission of reaching the most under-represented youth through the Imagine Science initiative.

Quality OST programming aligned to evidence-based standards of positive youth development (PYD) can act as a catalyst for STEM engagement.
The Power of Four

Each of the four national organizations provides unique resources that work in conjunction to build the reach and programming for Imagine Science:

- **Boys & Girls Clubs of America (BGCA)** serves nearly 4 million young people each year at more than 4,200 clubs from public schools to public housing, on Native lands and on military installations around the world. There is a Boys and Girls Club in every congressional district in the country, providing a unique opportunity to engage with federal and local elected officials on key issues like STEM education. Every day, about 438,000 young people—59 percent of whom qualify for free or reduced-priced school lunches—enter a Boys & Girls Club, and BGCA has set a goal to engage 2 million youth in STEM annually by 2020.

- **Girls Inc.** contributes its expertise in reaching girls, especially low-income girls, through sustained engagement with STEM, as well as its dedication to a scientific, rigorous approach to measurement and evaluation. Girls Inc. engages more than 140,000 girls each year with opportunities that include STEM, and it has set a goal to increase its reach to 100,000 additional girls nationwide by 2020, all of whom will engage in STEM.

- **The National 4H Council (N4HC),** the nation’s oldest and largest STEM youth development organization, leverages its strengths in research-based STEM and Positive Youth Development (PYD) curricula and training, as well as its presence in every county in the nation, including 110 land-grant universities and cooperative extension systems. In 2015, 4-H programs across the country engaged 5 million youth participants in STEM projects. N4HC has set a goal to reach 10 million youth annually by 2025.

- **The YMCA of the USA (Y-USA)** leverages its physical presence. Over 70 percent of Americans live within 5 miles of a Y. The Y reaches 9 million youth in 10,000 communities. 58 percent of YMCAs are in communities where household incomes are below the national average. Since 2014, the Y-USA has integrated STEM activities into local affiliate programming in 48 states. Among the youth participants engaged in STEM, 66 percent are from under-represented groups. By 2017, the Y-USA has a goal to reach more than 200,000 youth with STEM.

Through Imagine Science, all four partners combine their resources, including hands on STEM curricula designed especially for OST, experienced training and technical assistance staff, and outcomes and data management, as well as fundraising expertise and tools.
The Barriers to Increasing Access

So, what is the benefit of partnering? Imagine Science partners leverage one another’s existing assets and capabilities in newly combined ways to solve the shared complex problems that are preventing more under-represented youth from engaging in STEM.

Many community-based youth development organizations lack the resources to provide the access and reach of STEM learning opportunities to all the places and times where they are needed to engage under-represented youth. Partner affiliates routinely cite transportation issues and lack of dedicated funding as barriers, along with decreased or shifting public funding for OST in most communities over the past decade and limited funding of any kind for informal STEM learning in OST.

Compounding the access problems, youth-serving organizations also face challenges in building the capacity of their workforce to incorporate STEM learning into their OST programming. Staff turnover throughout the sector is high—because of the nature of the shifting funding landscape—while full-time program managers are stretched thin, trying to do more with less as a result. Despite strong interest to offer STEM in their programs, staff also report lack of confidence in their ability to conduct hands-on STEM learning activities and even lower confidence in their ability to engage under-represented youth in STEM learning.

Testing a New Way to Rapidly Increase Access

In February 2015, Imagine Science partners in three communities—Dallas, Texas; Omaha, Nebraska; and Orange County, California—agreed to jointly design and execute a proof-of-concept pilot to test their combined capabilities to identify and fill the STEM opportunity gaps in select neighborhoods.

Over two summers, Imagine Science served 7,556 students in its three pilot communities, 56 percent were girls, 82 percent were children of color, and 73 percent came from low-income families. More than half (61 percent) were youth who had not been participants in any programming of the four organizations, representative of a deeper reach into the community made possible, in part, by the local affiliates’ commitment to finding and enrolling under-served youth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure 1: Imagine Science Logic Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inputs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Program Measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Harvard PEAR Institute Youth Surveys &amp; Quality Observations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Program Essential Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage, Grades 4-8; Consistent with youth development practices; Consistent with national standards; Evidence of Efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outputs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Imagine Science Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality instructors, program support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Imagine Science Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement training, knowledge sharing, collaboration resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff confident to deliver STEM in OST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More under-represented youth engaged in 20 hours+ of hands-on STEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More under-represented youth see STEM as a viable career path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As evidenced by increased interest in STEM and STEM careers and increased STEM identity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participating youth engaged in hands-on STEM activities integrated into an array of one-time or multiweek positive youth development programs in both school and community settings. The new local Imagine Science Community Partnerships shared transportation infrastructure, coordinated staffing, and leveraged existing community and school partnerships. They relied on a common program quality framework that identified the essential elements of quality STEM in OST programming organized by program design goals. The framework also used the same program observation measures and key performance indicators, as well as a shared data tracking system.

Imagine Science is designed to empower local partners to tailor their outreach efforts and programming to match local needs and capacities.

The Orange County partners prioritized under-represented youth entering Imagine Science STEM programming in the Summer of 2016 to the top of their years-long waiting list for highly sought after fall afterschool programming funded through the state of California’s After School Education & Safety program and federal 21st Century Community Learning Centers funds. In Dallas, youth in three middle schools in the low-income, under-resourced neighborhood of Pleasant Grove engaged in Imagine Science programming designed and planned in partnership with local school leadership and science teachers. Summer informal learning outcomes in the Dallas program were linked to year-round K–12 science curricula and standards. The goal of this programming is to transform the OST STEM learning experience from part-time summer instruction to a year-round hands-on experience, both during and beyond the school day and calendar, all under the shared moniker of Imagine Science. In all cases, Imagine Science community partners reported they gained access to resources and relationships more quickly than they believed they would have had they acted alone.

Outcomes Focus

The most significant surprise during the Imagine Science pilot was the latent demand for STEM learning opportunities. Each of the three communities targeted high-need areas where, before the pilot, we expected a low demand for STEM learning, especially where there were high numbers of youth previously not served in any way by the Imagine Science partner affiliates. We found the opposite to be the case. Where we anticipated 20–30 percent of Imagine Science participants to be previous nonmembers of our organizations, 61 percent of the youth reached in Imagine Science communities were previous nonmembers.
Beyond participation and demographic results, the Imagine Science partnership also worked with Gil Noam—Director of The PEAR Institute at Harvard University—and his team to evaluate the local program’s impact and to measure youths’ change in STEM interest. It may have been reasonable to anticipate that positive outcomes would be difficult to achieve with a population that, historically, has not been deeply involved with OST activities or STEM learning. However, youth STEM interest surveys conducted by Harvard/PEAR showed that this was not the case:

70.7 percent of youth reported greater levels of STEM interest at the end of the program compared to the beginning. There were also significant changes in reported STEM career interest over time, with 48.1 percent of students reporting greater levels of STEM career interest at the end of the program compared to the beginning.

Imagine Science offerings overall showed increases in STEM interest above national norms. Surprisingly, while general interest in STEM was lower at the start of programming, Imagine Science youth by the end of programming had statistically significant higher levels of interest than the national average.

Contrary to national trends, there were significant gender differences in science outcomes that favored girls. Girls attending Imagine Science programs tended to rate science interest, science career interest, and perseverance items more positively than boys.

Contrary to national trends, older youth reported the highest levels of STEM engagement. Imagine Science middle school grade youth reported engaging in STEM activities and having greater STEM identity at statistically significant rates that are higher than national norms.

1. Youth surveys were designed by and independently analyzed by Harvard University/McClean Hospital PEAR Institute. PEAR maintains a national database of benchmarked youth STEM interest survey data that enabled the national comparisons to be made.

---

**Five Success Factors**

We attribute the successes of the local Imagine Science programming to five factors:

- **New and flexible investment:** Significant existing cross-organization infrastructure and assets were mobilized in each Imagine Science community, along with targeted, time-limited new investments nationally. The national investment was a galvanizing force as each community organized to rapidly get more youth engaged in summer STEM programming. Imagine Science communities are expected to sustain the local partnerships after the initial three-year investment.

- **Local control:** In the Imagine Science model, programmatic and financial decision making is locally controlled within high-level guidelines and standards of practice agreed upon at the national level of the partnership. Communities know their youth, and their challenges, best.

- **A focus on solving immediate barriers to access:** Each community chose a common geographic “Focus Zone,” then assessed their assets and unique capabilities for reaching more under-represented youth with jointly planned STEM programming at specific school, park, library, and community-based sites during a 12-week period of time.

- **Shared essential program elements:** The national Imagine Science partners agreed to six essential elements of quality STEM in OST (see Figure 1). They then created a framework that enabled them to use a common language and benefit from shared professional development.

- **Shared measures and improvement network:** One common set of mutually agreed-on metrics for program quality and youth STEM interest outcomes was used (PEAR youth assessment surveys and Dimensions of Success program quality rubric); communities shared their results within and across Imagine Science communities.
Imagine Science Next Steps

Our focus now at the national level is to modify guidelines for the local program delivery model of Imagine Science in order to prepare for optimal scaling nationwide. This will include, for example, paring down some of the costs to those that are the most essential and increasing flexibility for local Imagine Science affiliates to include the broadest age range and family participation possible. To complement scaling plans, we are using these insights to integrate Imagine Science fully with each national organization’s individual STEM capacity building, outcomes management, and fundraising efforts.

Our vision for the future is to scale up access for OST STEM nationwide. Communities need organized and cost-effective delivery strategies that permeate the time and places between school and home, and between adolescence and adulthood. We recognize that Imagine Science and community-based youth development OST program providers represent just one piece of the puzzle to making OST STEM learning opportunities accessible to all youth. We also know that schools alone cannot effectively and rapidly reach under-represented youth with STEM learning opportunities—at very large-scale—in a sustainable way; nor can community science centers, STEM employers, post-secondary institutions, or local government. Collaborations of community-based youth organizations like Imagine Science—which can effectively apply the five success factors above—can help accelerate the interests of other collective action groups, like, for example, the STEM Funders Network STEM Learning Ecosystems Initiative sites. Similarly, Imagine Science communities are rich environments for quickly scaling up high-quality, evidence-based STEM curricula, such as those cataloged and highlighted by the national STEM business coalition, Change the Equation.

STEM OST programs have the potential to make extraordinary positive impacts on individual lives. What is needed now—if we are to widen the pipeline of STEM talent and significantly increase the rates of youth entering and exiting high school STEM-capable and STEM-interested—are diverse and extensive networks that can amplify the impacts of such programs nationwide. We know our communities have the main assets needed, but old ways of doing business must first be traded in for a new model.

Learn more at: http://imaginesci.org
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